
Peter Pan Audition Sides 
 

Acting Audition: (Instructions) 
  

This is a highly inclusive show where everyone gets involved!  It requires lots of energy, 
imagination, and creativity!  There will be many opportunities for improvisation and 
moments to highlight accents/special skills/unique quirky facial expressions, etc.  So 
show us your range of creativity!!  Please MEMORIZE one of the following sides for 
your audition - put some creativity behind your presentation.  It’s your time to show us 
what you are capable of.  There is no right or wrong, only choices!!  Note about 
accents:  Our hope is to have all cast speak in British accents, or other ones as it fits a 
character, so if you would like to attempt a British accent, please do.  
  
  

Please pick ONE side that best shows off your talents & creativity!   
  

Peter Pan: 
  
(loud whisper as entering the nursery) 
  
Tink? Tink! Tinkerbell, do you see my shadow? It’s gotta be here somewhere. Hmmm. 
You know you used to be better at finding stuff like this. You can find a lost boy in no 
time!  Tink, why are you chattering so much...AHHHH HAAA! I found it! 
  
I knew I’d find it quicker than you. Look how amazing my shadow is! Now I just need to 
attach it... what's around here that can help… Soap! Yes!  
  
(sitting on the ground) Just a little here...... just a little bit here..... and a lot here... 
…THERE! It works!  Oh shadow- you're back where you belong- and don't ever run 
away again!  
  
(Hears Nana barking) Tink! Quickly… out with your light! We mustn't be seen!! (hides 
somewhere) 
  
  
  
  
  

  



Tinkerbell: 
 
(Tink speaking is NEW to the show and will only appear in transitions, please 
bring loads of imagination and make her your own creation) 
  
(entering preoccupied with a clock she needs to fix-muttering in fairy language that 
humans do not understand) Almost....... (more fairy language for frustration) 
Nearly…….. 
  
(struggling more) Success!  Some say I’m just a temperamental drama queen of pixie 
light… but NOW I’m a temperamental drama queen of pixie light that’s a clock fixer! 
Wait – you can hear me? Usually humans just hear bells when I talk… ”I can hear the 
bells” (Hairspray reference) Sorry… I do tend to get carried away!  
  
(points to an audience member) You didn't know I could fix clocks huh? Really? I mean 
that’s what Tinkers do! We tinker about and fix things… all sorts of things! Which 
reminds me… I wandered off a bit when I was supposed to be flying close by to Peter… 
he might be cross with me… oh well I can only have one emotion at a time and I’ve no 
time for re-forgret!  Hmmm… where do you think he is? 
  
 
 

Hook: 
  
Oh Smee it’s what I’ve dreamt of - longed for and craved with a burning hunger…. their 
Captain, Peter Pan! ’Twas he that cut off me arm. Oh, I have waited long to shake 
hands with him.. with this! 
  
 
I’ve known nothing else since that fateful moment… so much so that  if I were a mother, 
I would pray that me children be born with this... 
  
(indicating the hook)  
  
... instead of that. 
  
(indicating his hand)  
  
Do you remember Smee… do you remember that day…? When Pan flung me hand to a 
crocodile that happened to be passing by? 
  
He liked me hand so much that he has followed me ever since – from land to land, from 
sea to sea, following the ship, licking his lips for the rest of me. 
  



 
 

Wendy: 
  
Boy, why are you crying? You say that you are not crying? Oh, yes you are. Alright, I’ll 
start since it’s rather rude to continue further conversation without proper introductions. 
My name is Wendy Moira Angela Darling. Named after my grandmother and her 
mother- fitting for the Darling family to carry on such a legacy! Now you! Go on… what’s 
your name? 
  
(Someone will say “Peter Pan”) 
  
Peter Pan, is that all? Oh, well if that’s all then that’s all. And why are you here Peter?  
  
 
 
 

Lost Boy : 
 
(to Wendy, John & Michael once they arrive) 
  
Oi Do there! Come to play and all that? Your rags are a bit rough ain’t they? Nevermind, 
once we get some mud and grass on ‘em they’ll look a bit of alright! 
  
Now, on the count of …… of(can’t count)…. go! Then you start to chase us! Go! (starts 
to run but no one follows)  
  
Hang on… I said go! I say Go- then you chase? If you’re gonna plop down ‘ere with us, 
then you’re gonna need to know how to run… what with Warriors about and 
…and..(whispers & looks around scared and hears Pirates in distance) 
PPPPPirates…GO I SAY GO!!!!!!!! (runs off) 
  
 
 

  



Warrior: 
  
(create a Warrior stance and threatening pose to the Lost Boys) 
  
Well, well, well… Lost Boys at it again. “I say Go! And you Go!” that’s the only silly 
game they know. When Hook and his smelly band of bumbling Pirates gets one of you, 
you’ll squirm and squeal like a watermelon that gets squooshed… between my 
hands!! (laughs as the lost Boys run away) That scared them … for a bit… No doubt 
they’ll be back here wanting to run & chase by dinner time! 
  
Speaking of dinner…. what did you rustle up today Bull Thistle? And don’t tell me more 
Garden Crab- it took us forever to get the claw off of Plumeria’s nose last week! 
  
 

Pirate:  

  
(singing) Yo Ho! Yo Ho! A Pirate's life for me! Catchy tune in it!  
  
You there – oi you lot! (to an audience member) ever consider being a Pirate? 
  
I mean there’s no better life really…. sail the eleven seas looking for treasure and shiver 
me timber adventures….. what’s that? How many? seven seas? … are you sure… I 
could ‘eve sworn there were eleven!  
  
(hears something) Who’s there?  Show yer face! I don’t believe in ghosts… much… 
  
(listens and reacts- anyway you want and exit - you control how it will end… faint/run 
away/scream/try to fight… your choice)  
  
 

The Darling Children: 
  
(overly dramatic as they are acting out a play in their nursery - use your creativity & 
imagination as a child to play all parts - use voices and body gestures to define each 
character) 
  
Help me please!  To escape from the pirates' clutches, I described myself as an orphan; 
and, heaven help me, I am no orphan!   A HA! Hook here! I have no pity for you as you 
stand here screaming for mercy! You will walk the plank! 
  
Oh no I won’t! Oh yes you will! Agony, agony, agony!!  
  
(pretend fighting Capt. Hook) You are a worthy opponent!  
  
Oh I do hope to fight a real Pirate someday! 


